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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the implementation of an interrogation system with a tunable Erbium doped fiber ring-laser
(EDFL). The EDFL is used to illuminate optical devices like Bragg gratings, so that it can also be used as an
interrogation system to determine the spectral characteristics of the devices. An intra-cavity Fabry-Perot filter,
driven by a dedicated voltage ramp generator, tunes the EDF laser. The resulting optical signal is captured by a
photodetector and analyzed in a personal computer. The apparatus can be used as an optical spectrum analyzer
for passive components and as an interrogation system for multiplexed fiber Bragg grating based sensors. As an
application example, the temperature inside a concrete beam submitted to systematic heating and vibrations
has been remotely measured with the system.
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1. INTRODUCTION
When acting as a sensor, Fiber Bragg Gratings (FBG) must be illuminated in a way that one can monitor the
center wavelenght of the light it reflects. The FBG will reflect a limited band of the spectrum of the incident
light as it is scattered by each plane that forms the grating. The refractive index modulation forming the
grating along the fiber causes the incident light to be progressively out of phase and the fraction of it that is not
coincident with the resonance wavelength will be canceled out . The contributions of the scattered light from
each grating plane add constructively if the light satisfies the Bragg condition, forming a back reflected peak,
centered on a wavelength that is determined by the physical parameters of the FBG.' Since the response of
the FBG sensor will depend on these parameters, mechanical or thermal perturbations will alter the spectral
characteristics of the signal that propagates through it. In order to investigate such perturbations, one usually
uses an optical source with a broad spectrum to illuminate the device. This spectrum is sufficiently broad to
illuminate the whole spectrum of operation of the FBG, which in our case is the optical C-band.
Another way to demodulate the center wavelength of the back-reflected light and detect its variations caused
by perturbations is to illuminate the FBG with a scanning frequency light so that its wavelength covers the
whole band of the spectrum on which the fiber sensor operates. This can be done with tunable optical filters
or sources with a bandwidth narrower than that of the FBG.
Several approaches can be found in the literature using Fabry-Perot (FPF), accousto-optic (AOTF)and other
filters, or even with tunable FBG.2 With such identification systems one obtains several convolutions of the
transfer function of the filter, which can be dynamically tuned at different wavelenghts, with the FBG reflection
spectrum. The resolution of the system will depend basically on filter and sensor bandwidths, as well as on the
reflected power of the signal. A tunable semiconductor laser could also be used equivalently as the interrogating
mean as described in literature.3
In this paper an identification system is reported in which a tunable EDF ring laser was used, in place of
a scheme consisting of a wideband source followed by a tunable filter, for the purpose of illuminating the fiber
Bragg grating sensors and evaluating their behavior under operating conditions or when the spectrum profile
of the device is unknown.
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2. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
In an identification system with a tunable filter or laser as described, the reflected energy from an FBG, ER, in
one scanning period, is2:

ER=

RI/BGS

(1)

where R is the reflectivity of the grating, L\BGS is its bandwidth, I is the intensity of the source, and f is the
scanning rate. With a tunable filter, the available energy to detection, ED, is:

ED= ER/.Af
A•

(2)

where LA1 is the filter bandwidth and A the wavelength scanning range. If one supposes Ls)

the

available energy for detection per scan for a reflectivity R = 100% will be only 1%ER. It means that if one needs
high resolution, particularly if high reflectivity gratings are not available, optical sources with higher power and
spectral density are preferable rather than ASE sources, lamps or any other lower power sources.

3. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The fundamental device of the identification system is an electronically tunable Erbium-doped fiber ring laser
with an intra-cavity Fabry-Perot filter (FPF) whose schematic design is presented on fig.1(a). The EDF has 17m
with Er concentration of 280 ppm and cutoff wavelength of less than 1480 nm, allowing only the fundamental
mode LP01 at the pump wavelength 1480 nm. The pump power of approximately 70 mW is introduced inside
the EDF through a WDM coupler, which is part of an IFAM(Integrated Fiber Amplifier Module) used in the
laser. The optical isolator, also integrated with the WDM coupler, prevents bi-directional propagation in the
cavity. The laser light propagates in the clockwise direction. Through the output coupler, approximately 80%
of the laser light is emitted and the other 20% are used for optical feedback. The original configuration of
the EDFL consisted of two intra-cavity filters which optimized the linewidth of the output light.4 In order to
automatize the tunability of the EDFL, the mechanical filter was removed. Power and linewidth optimization
deteriorated, but the electronic tuning of the remaining FPF in the cavity made the automatization possible.5
The tuning range of the FPF can be set by means of a voltage applied to its terminals which are connected to
the PZT that moves the mirrors of the filter. Setting the voltage from 3.35 V to 8.75 V the laser can be tuned
from 1525 to 1565 nm at the room temperature of 24°C. Between these wavelengths the intensity of the laser
output is approximately constant and higher than —20 dBm and its linewidth is also constant with an estimated
value of 67 pm, as can be seen on fig. 1 (b) . An electronic circtuit that generates a triangular voltage is applied
to the terminals of the Fabry-Perot filter. It tunes the wavelength of the laser periodically along the C-band in
a frequency of 25 Hz. The switching frequency is limited by the fact that the lifetime of the EDF I13/2 level is
around 10 ms.6 It would be theoretically possible to switch between different wavelengths on the EDFL with
a maximum frequency of 1/10 ms, which is the inverse of the excited level lifetime in the EDF.

3.1. The complete system
The complete configuration of the system is shown in fig. 2(a). The beam from the laser is splitted at port
1 by the 3 dB coupler and illuminates equally the FBG1 and FBG2, and the Bragg grating sensor (BGS) to
be monitored. The signals reflected by these three FBG are combined at port 2 in the coupler and acquired
by a photodetector circuit connected to a digital oscilloscope. The data generated on the oscilloscope are
transferred via RS-232 interface to a personal computer where they will be processed. FBG1 and FBG2 are
kept at constant temperature by means of a Peltier on which they are thermally coupled and serve also as
references in the acquired spectrum. The BGS has a center wavelength of 1539 nm; FBG1 and FBG2 are
centered respectively on 1529.19 nm and 1534.39 nm. All the FBG have more than 90% reflectivity and were
imprinted at the Fotorefractive Devices Unit in CEFET-PR,7 using a phase mask illuminated interferometer
operating at the wavelength of 266 nm.8

The response obtained by the oscilloscope and acquired by the computer shows the signal proportional to
the output power as a function of the instant at which it is acquired, that is, as a function of the wavelength at
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Figure 1. EDFL configuration (a); Linewidth vs FPF voltage (top); center wavelength vs FPF voltage (center); EDFL
output power vs center wavelength (bottom)(b).

which the EDFL is tuned at the moment. In order to convert the time scale of this data into the wavelength's,
two previously known stable points on the acquired spectrum are provided by FBG1 and FBG2 reflection
peaks. Since there are constant references in the spectrum, it is unnecessary to compensate any temperature
perturbation in the devices, namely the FPF and the EDF coil, which compose the EDFL and could affect
the spectrum. Temperature variation in the EDFL can affect its gain and tuning, but not the position of the
reference peaks provided by FBG1 and FBG2. The linear correspondence between the instants of acquisition
and wavelengths is guaranteed by the linear response of the FPF with voltage. Let AB1 and AB2 be the reflection
peaks of FBG1 and FBG2, t1 and t2 the instants at which they are acquired. By means of a linear equation it
is possible to obtain the relation between such time of acquisition and wavelength:

,\=(t_t2)(1)+AB2

(3)

This process is repeated at the scanning rate of the voltage applied at the FPF 25 Hz. This rate determines the
maximum frequency that could be detected by the BGS. On fig. 2(b) one scan can be seen as a photograph of
the oscilloscope screen.

4. EXPERIMENTAL APPLICATION
In order to demonstrate remote measurements of temperature taken by the system, the BGS is installed inside
a concrete beam and is submitted to intense heat for 75 minutes. During this period, the thermal perturbation
inside the beam is measured via BGS and another independent FBG sensor. Both had their reflection spectra
simultaneously monitored during the time the beam is submitted to the heat. Acquisitions are made periodically
in intervals of approximately 3 minutes. The measuring and control systems and the laser are installed in another
laboratory, 50 m far away from the concrete beam. The independent sensor is illuminated by a superluminescent
diode and is monitored by an optical spectrum analyzer. In fig. 3 one can see that the BGS is connected to
the EDFL by means of a 50 m long optical cable to the port 4 of a 3dB coupler. The references FBG1 and
FBG2 are also connected to the coupler output port. The references and the BGS are illuminated by the EDFL
and the light reflected by them is recombined in the coupler and collected by a photodetector being constantly
monitored by a digital oscilloscope. In order to process data after acquisition, the calibration equation of the
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Figure 2. Diagram of the first setup using the EDFL for the interrogation of the BGS. Sensors inside the black-box are
thermally stabilized by a Peltier device (a); Acquired spectrum of the reflected signal from the two reference gratings
FBG1 and FBG2 (b).

BGS is previously obtained with an OSA and it is represented by:
ABGS

1543.73 + O.00997T

(4)

where )'BGS 5 the center wavelength of the sensor in nanometer and T is the temperature in degree Celsius.
The reference gratings in this case had constant wavelengths AB1 = 1529.12 nm for FBG1 and AB2 = 1534.28 nm

for FBG2. Temperature in the laboratory with the EDFL was stable, therefore the Peltier device was not used
to stabilize the temperature of FBG1 and FBG2.

Figure 3. Diagram of the system to measure temperature inside a concrete beam located 50 m away from the measuring
apparatus.

5. RESULTS
On fig. 4(a) the data from four spectra can be seen. They are already converted to the wavelength scale and
illustrate the variations ocurring during the perturbation in the BGS. The four peaks corresponding to the
highest wavelengths are associated to the monitored BGS. The first peak around 1543.54 nm corresponds to
one of the first measurements made without temperature perturbation. As the temperature increases, this peak
moves to the right in the spectrum. The last acquisition shown corresponds to the reflection peak of the BGS
around 1545.52 nm. Each spectrum is obtained after the oscilloscope calculates the mean spectrum from 128
samples. Each sample is the set of points obtained with the acquisition from one scan of the ramp generator.
Using the peak values associated to ABCS and the equation (4) , it is possible to calculate the temperatures
of the BGS. The calculated values are compared to the values measured by the independent sensor. The
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Figure 4. Evolution of the reflection spectrum from a BGS with systematic increase in temperature (a) ; comparison
between measurements of temperature made with the reference system utilizing an OSA and with the EDFL system (b).

comparison can be seen on fig. 4(b), which shows the temperatures obtained with both systems. Since they
were independent and located in different laboratories, the points shown on the plot are acquired at different
rates.
With the independent sensor, a series of temperatures were obtained varying from 19.8°C up to 304.4°C
after 70 minutes of systematic heating. With the EDFL system, temperature varied from 35.4°C up to 226.6°C
after 70 minutes, as can be observed on fig. 4(b).
Considering the isolated spectra, each one is made by a set of 2500 points per scan along the 40 nm EDFL
range, the resolution can then be determined: 40 nm/2500 = 16 pm, showing that 5 points are necessary to
resolve a bandwidth of 0.08 nm of an FBG. This bandwidth can be considered standard in FBG sensors. The
estimated uncertainty was 0.125 nm.

6. DISCUSSION
In fig. 4(a), it was assumed that the references FBG1 and FBG2 were kept stable at )'Bi =1529, 12 nm and
AB2
1534, 28 nm The differences between the amplitudes in the spectrum of FBG1 and FBG2 is due to the
non-uniform profile of the EDFL gain spectrum (see output power vs. center wavelength on fig. 1(b)), having its
peak around the region of FBG1. With the increase in temperature, the reflectivity of the BGS sensor changed,
showing a decrease that can be seen in fig. 4(a) in the region of 1543 nm.

The region in fig. 4(b) showing a constant slope around 20 minutes, ocurred because of a decrease in
the gas pressure in the heating process. More pressure was subsequently provided to continue increasing the
temperature.
During the first 45 minutes of heating, as can be seen in fig. 4(b) , the measured temperature of both systems
follow one another. From this fact one can infer that until this moment the measurements are relatively reliable.
Beyond this point, there is a divergence between data acquired from the OSA system and the EDFL system.
This has happened probably because the two sensors were affected by hard vibrations on the beam, which was
also being characterized under vibrational aspects related to its resonance frequency behavior after increase in
temperature and vibration of the concrete*. It is probable that macroscopic cracks could have happened inside
*

This beam was being used in an experiment intended to determine the resonance frequency of the concrete with FBG
accelerometers when temperature increased. For this purpose, vibrations were induced on the beam with a hammer.
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the beam in the region where the sensors were installed. With air inside the cracks, a gradient of temperature
could have affected the acquired values. The change in temperature and the effect of mechanical vibrations in
beam might have caused a mechanical perturbation in the sensor, disturbing the center wavelength reflected
by the sensor.9 During the first 45 minutes, the mean difference between measurents with the EDFL and the
independent sensor was 12, 8°C with 18, 2°C of deviation. After that, the mean difference increased to 50, 7°C
with deviation 32°C.
Concerning the performance of the EDFL system, the evolution of the spectra can be obtained almost
instantaneously, based on the fact that the limitation is on the acquisition electronics, allowing an interrogation
performance under this standpoint equivalent to the optical spectrum analysers with discrete diffraction gratings
with which one can obtain a wavelength scan rate of 1 nm/ms just like the EDFL in the C-band covering 40 nm
in 1/25s.

7. CONCLUSIONS
The developed system performs and executes several functions of an optical spectrum analyzer, such as the
determination of spectral response of passive devices; it can be used with interrogation techniques, because the
intra-cavity FPF can easily modulate the EDFL signal in the whole C-band, not limited by a narrow tuning
band. In this case, it can be used dinamically to evaluate the behavior of distributed sensors. It has to be
stressed that although the relatively low output power of this EDFL, its high spectral density allows the direct
acquisition of FBG spectra with low reflectivity, which could not be observed using a superluminescent LED
followed by a. scanning filter.
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